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Ever)- vector meagure ~1 factors uniquely hy p -7~ @ o x where x is a universal 
measure and Jo is a linear map continuous on simple functions in the strict 
topology. The completion of x describes the dual of the space of measures b> 
uniform closure based on x-measurable sets and also as the completion of the 
simple functions in the strict topology. 
Descriptions of the variation norm dual of the space of bounded measures on 
a u-algebra <d, as a class of (continuous) functions have been known, and have 
reappeared for some twenty years now. This paper offers an added explicitness 
and a simplified, almost classical, interpretation or reconstruction of these 
descriptions. Its centerpiece is a natural extension of the universal measure x of 
previous work combined with a formula for the point value of such functions, the 
Iattcr implicit in earlier work. 
More exactly, if 4 is a bounded linear functional of measures p, then 4 admits 
a representation by a function 4 of points x of a space Y given by 
with inversion 
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and spectral form 
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with Pm idempotent valued of the form P4 = x&l, the x distribution of 4. 
These results, and the paper, originate in the realization that the aforemen- 
tioned dual is but the completion of the simple functions over d in the locally 
convex topologies T and /I of previous work. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 consists of preliminaries and a 
listing of previous results needed herein. Section 2 equates the completion and 
the bidual of the simple functions on a u-algebra, gives two naive descriptions 
of these and some essential examples. Section 3 extends the universal measure 
to a large complete algebra of “measurable sets”. Section 4 describes the bidual 
and the measurable sets in a special case. Section 5 reduces the general case to 
that of Section 4, introduces the space Y, obtains its properties and a topological 
classification of the measurable sets. Section 6 studies the inversion of the 
functional/function correspondence established in Section 5 and contains the 
integral and spectral representation theorems. Section 7 characterizes the algebra 
of measurable sets induced by sets of x measure zero in various ways. 
PRELIMINARIES 
A u-algebra of sets is a u-complete Boolean algebra under n and symmetric 
difference d. We find it no restriction and indeed necessary (see Ex. 2.3) to use 
the latter interpretation and henceforth & denotes any o-compIete Boolean 
algebra with identity e, and S denotes the unique compact Hausdorf? totally 
disconnected topological space that is the Stone space of &. For a E & we shall 
also let a denote the clopen subset of S corresponding to a in the Stone repre- 
sentation and let xn denote the associated continuous function on S defined by 
a. The linear span of {xa: a E &} in C(S) (the continuous functions on S) is 
denoted by Y(d) and we call each of its elements a simple function. The 
mapping x of & into the linear space 9(&) defined by x(u) = xn is the a finitely 
additive vector valued measure on &. 
The uniform norm topology on C(S) and on Y(d) is defined by the norm 
l/f 11 = sup{/ f(s)[: s E S}. By the Stone-Weierstrass and Stone representation 
theorems, 9’(d) is norm dense in C(S). 
The topology of emphasis on 9’(d) is however not the norm topology but 
rather the topologies 7 and /3 of previous work [14; 261, for the reason that: (1) 
these yield as dual to 9(d) the bounded countably additive measures on ~2, 
and (2) the completion of 9’(d) in these is exactly the variation norm dual of 
these measures (2.1), the description of which is our aim. 
The topology /Z is defined on C(S), which contains .sP(&), in [26] so as to 
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force the countable additivity of measures on JJ? which represent p-continuous 
functionals on Y(d). Let (a,} be any increasing sequence (a,~,,, = u7, for all n) 
in & with a = Vu, (V (A) d enotes supremum (infimum) in the algebra &‘); 
we will write a, 7 a. In the Stone space S the residue Q = u\uz==, a, is closed 
and nowhere dense and we define a locally convex topology p o on.Y(&) by 
seminorms p+,(f) = I/ $f 11 where + E C(S) and 4 = 0 on Q. The topology /3 on 
Y’(d) is then defined as the inductive limit of the topologies PO taken over all 
such Q. Each /3o being a “strict topology”, the literature on these is immediately 
available, (e.g. PI, [41, @I, [71, 1241, [27l among others), redeeming somewhat 
the definition of p. 
A principal consequence is that the mapping x: &o/-t Y(&‘)a is ,&countably 
additive [26,4.1] and hence the p-dual of Y”(d) is identical with the (countably 
additive) measures p on d thru the correspondence TV = $0 x where6 is the 
,&continuous functional $(Cyzl ~&a~)) = C,“=, ~&a~), [26, 4.31. 
Graves [14] on the other hand, influenced by Rota [21], takes the equation 
p = @ o x as the point of departure and concentrates on rings of sets &Y rather 
than Boolean algebras &; this is no loss of generality [14, Section 121 but with 
emphasis here on o-completeness we adopt the technique of [14] directly to 
Boolean algebras. If p: &’ -+ W where W is a locally convex space and ~(a + 6) 
= p(u) + p(b) for all ub = 0 in -QI, and if ui 7 a implies p(ui) - p(u) in W we 
call p a vector measure on & into W. Given such a p define the linear map 
p: Y(zzZ) + W by fi(x:bl c+x(uJ) = xF=, olip(ui). Then p = jZ c x and p is 
unique. Define a topology TV on P’(d) to be the weakest locally convex topology 
on P’(zZ) making all such maps F continuous (linear) maps into W, for all p and 
W. The redeeming feature is that x: ti - zY’(&‘),~ is a vector measure which is 
a priori the universal vector measure on & into the category LCS of locally 
convex spaces and continuous linear maps [14], making vector measure theory 
virtually a corollary of real measure theory, for as with /?, the T,, dual of .4”(d) is 
the space of real c.a. measures on &’ [14]. For this reason we establish that T,, = /3 
on Y(d). 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that JZY is a a-complete Boolean algebra and that for 
each a E AZY, a # 0, there is a real measure TV on & such that ~(a) # 0. Then 
p = To on cqd). 
Proof. From [14; 261 both 7,, and /3 have the same dual and since 
x: CQZ + Ye is a vector measure, the identity map LY(&‘)70 + Y(J& must 
be continuous by the definition of 7,, . Hence /3 < 7,, . But for a-complete &, 
,9 is the Mackey topology [26; 4.91 so /3 = 70 .I 
1 We take this opportunity to note that [26, 4.91 is false unless & is o-complete. An 
easy example is the algebra & of finitelcofinite subsets of N = {l, 2,...} and weak * 
compact set H = (0) u {S,,, - 8, : n = 1, 2,...); [26; 5.31 remains valid with altered 
proof. A direct proof that p is Mackey for o-complete & can also be given as in [14; 11.71. 
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With this proposition the universal factorization p = p 0 x and corollary 
vector-measure theory of [14] can be used in conjunction with the /?-theory of 
[26]. We will use the notation Y(d), because of the existing fi literature; a later 
paper will study the /3 - 7 connection in the absence of u-completeness and in 
more detail. 
The results of [14; 261 we believe establish the appropriateness of / - 7 to the 
study of the duality of function and measure despite the unwieldly initial 
definitions. Indeed on norm bounded sets, we reduce these to the more familiar 
topology of convergence in measure, and [ 141 for example achieves the Lebesgue, 
Hahn and Yosida-Hewitt decompositions easily and in a unified way. With a 
bit more notation we list further results essential to this paper. 
Following [26] we denote the p-dual .9’(d); (and C(S);) byLl(&). The strong 
topology onLl(&) is given by the norm Ij $ /II = sup{/ p(f)] :f~ .P’(.Eg), 1 fil < l} 
-because the ,8 and 11 /]-bounded sets in y”(d) coincide [14, Section 3; 26, 
Section 61. The aim of this paper is to describe the dual (Ll(&), ;I &)’ and the 
completion of 9(&& as closely as one can in terms of & and its Stone space S; 
note also that jj @ //r is also the total variation of the measure p = & o x [ 1 I]. 
In Ll(&), set @ 3 3 iff P(f) > c(f) for all f 3 0 in Y(d); equivalently, 
p(a) > v(u) for all a E&. Let Ll(&‘)+ = {$ 3 0). Define also k&(f) = 
sup{@(g): 0 <g \cf} forf 2 0 and extend to allfas usual. Write+- = @I - fi, 
I$ 1 = /i+ + $- and denote by p* and ! u 1 the corresponding measures; note 
that p+(a) = sup{p(b): b < a}. For a E &’ define p,(f) = P(x(u)f) and more 
generally for f~ P(.M), define i&(g) = i;(fg). 
For the sake of clarity the following results from [14; 261 would have to be 
quoted in the sequel; for conciseness and economy we list them here. From this 
point on, & is assumed to meet the hypothesis of 1.1. 
THEOREM 1 .I [14; 261. Let &’ be a u-complete Boolean algebra and suppose 
that for each a # 0 in & there is a measure p on ~2 such that p(u) # 0. 
(a) Any countably additive vector measure TV: & -+ W ELCS factors 
uniquely by p = p 0 x, p: Y(&), + W, linear and continuous. In particular, 
x: & + Y(&)e is countably additive. 
(b) Any such TV: & ---f W factors uniquely by TV = i; 0 x with p E Ll(sI). 
(c) (Ll(A), [I III) z’s a B-space, an L-space in the order defined above, and a 
band in (C(S), jl I\)‘. 
(d) The functionals $ ELI(&) correspond uniquely to those countably 
additive measures t? on the Buire a-field in S for which ~(u\(J~=, a,) = 0 for all 
a, 7 a in JZI by the equation /Z(f) = ss f dt?. 
(e) The /I-equicontinuity of a set H C L’(.@ is equivalent to that of 1 H I = 
{I /Z ) : $ E L’(,QI)) or of both H* = (/II*: /II E H}. 
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(f) ,f3 is H aus or d ff d an coarser than the j/ lj topoZogy on Y(d), but these have 
the same bounded sets. 
(g) /3 is the finest locally convex topology agreeing with itself on bounded sets 
and is given thereon by the seminorms 
Ilf III = IF I (If 0, /I EL1(d). 
(h) Multiplication is ,&separately continuous in .40(&) and jointly continuous 
on bounded sets. For each /i EL’, a G YQI and f E Y(d), both Pa and ,& are in L1. 
(g) -4 bounded linear functional @ so Y(d) is in Ll(&) z&t a, 7 a in JZ? 
implies j/ PO, - /Ia /II -+ 0. 
All the above are found in [ 141 in terms of Y(d) and in [26] in terms of C(S) 
rather than Y(d), but the iI II-density of 9(x2) in C(S) handles this .detail. 
Going further, 
THEOREM 1.2. A set H C L’(d) is /3- q e uicontinuous isf H is j] /I1 bounded and 
satis$es either (a) or (b). 
(a) [14, 4.1; 26, 4.1 11. For any a, ,P a in JY, lim SUP~,,,~~~ I/ CO, - fia j/r 
= 0. 
(b) [14, 4.1; 26, 7.9, 8.11. There is a 6 EL~(Jzz’)+ such that H is unzformly 
p-continuous. 
Since j p / (a) = ]j $, /I1 , ,&equicontinuity is equivalent then to uniform 
countable additivity in variation. Consequently we have the quite useful 
THEOREM 1.3 [14, 11.8; 26, 5.31. p is the topology of unzform convergence 
over weak * compact sets in Ll(&)+. 
The proof is the observation that H /3-equicontinuous implies H* is /3-equi- 
continuous by 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.4 [14, 7.5, 7.6; 26, Section 71. If X is a u-ideal in & and 
TTT: ra;‘+ G?/$ = a is the quotient homomorphism, then r-r induces R: Y(&)e -P 
Y(@, by R&a) = x&na). R is onto and continuous with isometric adjoint 
R’v = v c ‘TT (where v = $0 &j. 
Most importantly of all, 
THEOREM I .5 (Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz) [14, 11.6; 26, Section 71. The 
weak * compact, weakly compact, weak * countably compact and closed B-equi- 
continuous sets H in L’(.Pe) coincide. 
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2. w&d)’ AND THE COMPLETION OF &d)$ PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The main point here is that these two coincide, a result found in both [14] 
and [26], but of basic importance and we repeat it here. We will detail another 
naive description of the completion as well, leaving deeper results to Sections 
5 and 6. Throughout, I&’ denotes the completion, and IV’ the dual, of any 
WELCS. 
THEOREM 2.1. tY&2), = C$$ = (L’(d), jj Ill)‘. 
Proof. Grothendieck’s completion theorem identifies YG), as the set of 
all linear forms 4 on L1(&) which are weak * continuous on j!-equicontinuous 
sets. By 1.5 Ll(=d)’ C Y(.&‘)s . Conversely, any (b w* continuous on p-equi- 
continuous sets must be bounded, for if {@,> is bounded in L1(&), {&Jn} is 
/3-equicontinuous by 1.2. 
Henceforth we denote by L=(d) the space L](d) = &G), along with the 
completion topology fi of uniform convergence over weak * compacta in Li(&)+ 
(1.3). This use of the notation L”(d) is a departure from that of [26], where 
L”(d) denotes C(S). In the light of the results herein the notation in [26] 
n 
appears premature, and L”(d) = Y(.@, is decidedly more appropriate as the 
nearly classical description of L”(d) which follows will show. (However, for 
complete algebras ~2, particularly measure algebras, L”(d) is C(S), and this is 
the notation of [l I] as well). 
As was perhaps first noted by Kaplan [ 181, as an ordered space L:“(d) is much 
better behaved than one might expect. For #J, I/ ELM we define 4 > 4 iff 
d(cL) > z+!@) for all fi ELI(&)+. While 2.1 makes Lo)(&) very large, a first step 
in showing that it is reasonably approximable by Y(d) now follows; bounded 
in L7-(_d) refers to boundedness in the dual norm. 
THEOREM 2.2. If {&) is a bounded increasing (OY decreasing) net in L”(.raZ), then 
+ = ,&lima& exists in L”(d). Consequently, La(~~) is a conditionally complete 
lattice with V+, = /3-lim& . 
Proof. The pointwise limit +($) = lim,&@) exists on U(d)+ and hence 
in Ll(&). #J is of course linear and bounded by hypothesis, hence in L”(d) by 
2.1. By Dini’s classical “monotone implies uniform” convergence theorem, 
A? -+B+ by 1.5 and 1.3. The rest is clear. 
Let ( , ) denote the action of the dual pair W, W’ E LCS. In [26], /3 is defined 
at once on all of C(S), since for a u-algebra of sets &, C(S) represents all bounded 
&-measurable functions. Here we emphasize the space .Y(&). It is convenient 
however to regard C(S) as a subspace of L”(d) using 2.1 or 2.2 and the natural 
formula, (f, p> = &f dp where f E C(S) and (1.1 (d)) p is the Baire countably 
additive extension of p = @ ’ x on the clopen sets of S. As we shall see, p has a 
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Bore1 extension (3.7) as well, as a consequence of 2.2. Note that ,:f, ;;a -z 
sup{@(s): 0 < s <f, s E Y(d)), f 3 0 in C(S), @ EU(&)‘r~. 
The next examples show that La(&) is very large and contains some com- 
monly occuring limits. 
EXAMPLE 2.3(a). Let & denote the Bore1 a-field of a Hausdorff topological 
space X. Let {fa} be a bounded increasing net of &-measurable simple functions 
and p a measure on .d. Then p defines a ,&continuous functional p(s) = s.r s dp, 
s E .Y(.&), and the pointwise limit 
defines an element of Los(&) by 2.2. 
(b) Let X, denote the set X with discrete topology, S the Stone space of 
.d, and 8: X, + S be given by e(x) (u) = x0(x); B(x) is a homomorphism of &. 
6 is continuous and hence has a unique extension to the Stone-Cech compacti- 
fication /3X, onto S. Any fi E L1(&) d e fi nes a bounded linear functional on C(S) 
with a unique regular Bore1 measure representation CL* on S; P(f) =:= J,fdp*. 
Let K = e@X,\X,), a compact subset of S. Then +(a) = p*(K) is in L%(d) 
(2.1). It is a useful exercise to work out further details of this example; e.g. any 
measure p on .d such that ,G{x} = 0 for all h: E X necessarily lives only on subsets 
of S(/3Xd\X,) as a measure CL* over S. 
(c) Letf > 0 be any bounded function on X. Let fl denote the finite sets 
in X. Then + = limFEF CzEF,f(x) x({x}) EL”(&) by 2.2, where 9 is ordered by 
iinclusion. Note that sup{j (x): x E X} = II+ I/ so that Lm(af) contains an isometric 
copy of L!“(X), as well as functionals such as those in (b). 
These examples are very important, particularly (b) and (c), in that they 
show that even if one begins with a u-algebra .d of subsets of a set X there is no 
hope of describing all of Ll(&) in terms of X alone. We must consider a larger 
set, and we will see that the Stone space S is large enough. 
There is a natural multiplication on L”(.d) of equal importance with the 
natural order. It is a special case of the Arens multiplication on a TV*-algebra, 
and is defined as follows: 
Remark 2.4(a). For ,ii~Ll and f~ .Y’(&), &ii,~Ll by 1.1(h). If c$EL”(.&‘) 
define & by 
Au> = b(c;r>* 
Then &, ~Ll(af’), for ~1 = i;& 0 x is a measure on G! since r(a) = $(&,), 4 is 
II Ii,-continuous, and a, 7 a implies 11 fia, - aa /jr + 0 by 2.1(a). 
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(b) Now for #, # ELM define 4 . I/ on J!?(&) by 
(d .iJ) fi = C&). 
If // @, iI1 -+ 0 then Il(fi&, /Ii -+ 0 since 
NMS Ill = sup{1 M@n)r)l:f~ Y(4, llfll < 11 
G II * II II Pn Ill . 
Hence 4 . II, EL”(&). 
It readily follows that 44 = 44 and that L”(d) is a commutative Banach 
algebra with identity 1 = x(e). Hence Lm(&) is a space C(Z), Z compact 
Hausdoti, C(Z) is then also the dual of the Banach lattice Ll(zZ) and by 
Dixmier’s well-known result [9], Z is extremally disconnected. 
Thus Lx (&) is a space C(Z) as a B-algebra; one can of course use Kakutani’s 
M-space representation as well. Hence our aim of describing L=(d) as a space of 
functions is already broadly met. We will not use the above results but conduct a 
“bootstrap” operation in terms of &, Sand x which we hope the sequel justifies. 
Ultimately we describe Z by S and give a “pointwise” functional/function 
representation with (spectral) inversion. 
The intriguing and puzzling aspect of describing Lm(d) as a space of functions 
can now be considered. The Boolean angebra & has a Boolean completion a 
with Stone space S which is of course the Gleason projective resolution of S. 
Immediately one suspects that L"(.d) z C(S) (or Zr S) might hopefully 
result; it generally does not. The ultimate reason is that the natural imbedding 
x: Cse -+ Y”(d) C La(d) does not imbed &’ as a regular subalgebra [28, p. 931 
of the complete Boolean algebra (7.2) of idempotents in L"(d). Thus the 
Gelfand/Kakutani reprresentation space Z above is not generally the Gleason 
space S. We consider a second example illustrating these remarks and the need 
for 3(b), Section 3. 
EXAMPLE 2.5(a). Let &’ denote the Bore1 algebra of the unit interval 
X = [0, I] and let m denote Lebesgue measure. The increasing net {x(F)} C 
Y(d), where F C [0, l] is finite, has a limit &, E Lm(d) (2.2). Now {F: F finite) 
has the supremum e = [0, I] in &‘, but $,, # x(e) for +0(r?z) = lim, m(F) = 0, 
where m = h ’ X. 
(b) Applying 2.3(b) to (a) above let C(F) = p*(K), K = 8(/3[0, lld\[O, 11). 
Then 4 = 1 - +,, and +(&it) = rit(x(e)) = 1. In fact, the Bore1 representation 
m* of m as a measure on S has all its support in K. This observation is both the 
source of difficulty and the key to the description of L"(d) (3(b)). 
(c) The Boolean completion A” is 2[aJl with S = /3[0, lid . If g E C(S) 
and 0 < g < 4 in the order on Lm(d), then g = 0, so we cannot approximate 4 
by Y”(d) from below, and S cannot be the space Z. 
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(d) Referring to 2.3(c) note that for the natural imbedding of /‘[O, I] in 
L”(d), one has $. . P = (01 in the Arens multiplication, where (r,,(p) = 
p*(8(Q)) for any fixed compact set Q Cp[O, I]\[O, I]. 
Now a second naive representation ofL%(&) in terms ofL1(r&). Ford, GL~(&) 
define T,: Lr(&) +Ll(&) by T& = fid using 2.4(a). Note that ~ T, ~ ==- 11 (b i/ 
since II fid Ii1 < II 4 jl II P Ii1 and I +(@)I < I ,&(l)l . From M(b), TdT, -L= T&T, 
so that g = (Td: + EL%(&)} is a commutative B-algebra of linear operators in 
Ll(&) isometric with L”(d) under 4 + T6 . Among these operators are found 
the projections P$ = @, defined by elements of .d. In fact 
THEOREM 2.6. g is the largest algebra of bounded operators in Ll(zJ) con- 
taining and commuting with (P,: a E J@‘}. In other words S? ts the closed linear span 
of {P,} in the strong operator topology. In particular 33 is itself commutatil;e and 
algebraically isomorphic isometric to L”(d). 
Proof. For the first part we only need show that if T: L1(& - L1(.&) is 
a bounded operator such that TP, = P,T for all a E %d, then there is a 4 E L”(d) 
such that T = Tb . Now the adjoint T’: L”(d) -+ L”(d) by 2.1 and since 
1 E Y(d), + = T’l exists in L”(d). Now if f E ,Y(&), f = cbr azx(ai), then 
Fr = c,” .iPa& so that T/& = (Tfi), , whence (T@,f) = <( Tfi)f , 1) = 
(Tbf, 1) = (@, , T’l) = (& ,+) = (& ,f) z&f) so that T =: Td. 
For the second part, given 4 ill’ = 5/7(d), , there exists (fY) C .V(&) 
such that fm -+ 4 at least pointwise on Ll(.&) which puts T* in the s.o.t. closure 
as desired. The commutativity of 99 then follows. 
Notice that the operator norm closure of {xF=r aziP,,: ai E >/, cyj real} is of 
course C(S) as a B-algebra and thus generally a norm closed proper subspace 
of L”(d). This is a misleading indication of how close L”(d) is to being a 
uniform closure of simple functions, for with but the addition of two particular 
p-limits founded on 2.2 to the class {Pa: a E &} E x(d), uniform closure will 
suffice (6.2(a)). These two limits are found by applying the Caratheodory 
process to the universal measure x with range in the ordered space LL(.nZ) and 
to this we now turn. 
3. EXTENSION OF x TO 2s 
In this section we define x(E) for all sets EC S, then restrict x to a class of 
“measurable sets”; the associated class of projections by these measurable sets 
will be the enlarged class of projections just mentioned. In Sections 4, 5 we will 
characterize the measurable sets topologically and in Section 7 show how the 
same arise from the abstract L-structure of Ll(lc4) as well. 
If U is an open subset of S, the set I = (a E &: a C U} is an ideal in .d and 
the limit: lim aEb, x(a) was used for example in [14] to obtain the Lebesgue, Hahn, 
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and Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorems. We now carry this process further, 
first defining 
which exists by 2.2 since (x(a)>,,, is increasing over a. 
Now for any E C S, (x(U): U 1 E, U open} is a bounded decreasing net in 
I,“(&‘) under set inclusion. 
Hence again by 2.2, 
xW=+-~~xW) 3(b) 
exists in L”(d). The example 4 of 2.4(c) illustrates the necessity for this second 
,&limit, but to reiterate, we shall ultimately see that with this, only norm limits 
will then be needed to obtain all of Lm(&) (Section 6). 
THEOREM 3. I. If 4 = /%lim $a in L”(d) and H C L~(Jx!) is p-equicontinuous, 
then 
Pyoof. Recall that 12, is defined by &z,(f) = #(&), so that 
II& Ill = SUP0 C&Jl: g E UP, Ilg II < 11. 
Now, 
is also /3-equicontinuous. For, using 1.2(a), if a, 7 a in d and 11 g 11 < 1 then 
Il(@~)a, - (j&J4 II1 G II g I] II f2@ - pa, III - 0 uniformly in g. The result now 
follows from 2.1. 
A standard product and uniform convergence argument then shows 
COROLLARY 3.2. Multiplication in Lw(&) is @epmately continuous in L=(d) 
and jointly continuous on bounded sets. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If E CF, then x(F) x(E) = x(E). 
Proof. Note that x(E) < x(e) = 1 f or all EC S so that (3.2) multiplication 
is jointly continuous in x(29. Now x(a) x(b) = X(&I) for all a, b E &. From 
these two facts follow x(U) x(V) = x(V) for V C U and both open. Then for 
arbitrary EC F, joint continuity implies x(F) x(E) = x(E) since (Vn U: 
E C V open>, where F C U, U open, is cofinal in {V’: E C V’ open}. 
An analogue of the next result is [16, p. 461. 
For /I E L’(d) and EC S let & = flXtE) where of course (2.4(a)) &cE,(f) = 
(x(E), I%), f E %Qf). 
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THEOREM 3.4. (a) FE ED(&) for any EC S. 
(b) The formula P& = liz, is a projection in Ll(&‘) commuting with {PO: 
a E d} (2.6) and x(E) = Pk1 where PL is the adjoint in Lcc(&). 
Proof. (a) This is 2.4(a) 
(b) Referring to 2.6, PE is just T* with4 = x(E). Now by 3.3, x(E) x(E) = 
x(E) so PE2 = PE by 2.6. The proof of 2.6 shows that x(E) = PLI. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A set EC 5’ will be called measurable if x(E) + x(S\E) = I. 
Let &’ denote the class of measurable sets. 
Thus E E d iff for any &EL~(JzZ), bE + &,E =& or equivalently that 
I - PE = PSiE where I = P, . In Section 4 and 5 we characterize the measurable 
sets topologically, and in Section 6, show that x(.&Y) generates L”(d) by jl Ii- 
closure. 
THEOREM 3.6. (a) JZ is a u-algebra of subsets of S containing at least all 
Bore1 sets. 
(b) x: J&? --f L”(J&‘)~ is a countably additive measure. 
(c) E E d zjf x(A n E) + x(A n S\E) = x(A) for all A C S. 
(d) x(E) x(F) = x(E n F) for all F E k! and EC S. 
(e) If x(F) = 0, then FE &‘. 
(f) E E 4 $7 x is regular at E; that is, 
x(E) = V{x(K): KC E and compact} = /3 -kc? x(K) 
in the order and topology on L-(d). 
It is possible to give an elegant vector-valued proof for 3.6 (see [14]) but 
many of the details are tedious replicas of familiar real-valued measure argu- 
ments. To get on with things we instead exploit the fact that x(E) is a functional 
on measure p(G) and that the equation x(E) + x(S\E) = I can be verified 
pointwise on Ll(&)+ and depend on familiar real-valued theory. 
Proof. For @ E Ll(&‘)+ let p*(E) = (x(E), @) for E E 2s. Since p*(a) = p(a) 
for a clopen in S it is easy to see that TV* is outer measure on 2s. Let AU denote 
the a-algebra of p* measurable sets. Hence E E J& iff (1, ,iZ) = p*(S) = 
p*(E) + p*(S\E) = (x(E), $> + (x(s\E), a>, so that d = fibeLI+ -4, is a 
u-algebra. Since each fi is bounded this also proves (c). 
We give a vector argument that open sets and hence Bore1 sets lie in .M. Let N 
be a p-neighborhood of zero and let U be open in S. Find open V, r) S\U so 
that x(V) - x(S\ U) E N for all V C V, , V 3 S\ U. Now find clopen a C U and 
containing the compact set S\ V,, so that x(U) - x(a) E N. Then V,, 3 e - a 3 
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S\U, e - a is open and 1 = x(a) + x[e - CZ). This puts I - [x(U) + x(S\U)] E 
2N, which suffices to prove (a). 
Turning to (b), each p* is countably additive on J& whence E + x(E) is 
countably additive on .&’ = C-L&~ pointwise on L’(d) 1. But /3 is uniform 
convergence over weak compacta in Ll(d)+ (1.3 and 1 S) and monotone point- 
wise convergence is uniform on compacta since the limit x((JrCl E,), being in 
L”(d), is weakly continuous. 
For (d), from 3.3, x(E) x(F) = x(E) for E CF. Hence x(F) x(E n F) = 
x(E n 8’) for all E and F. Since x(E) > x(E n F) this means x(E) x(F) > x(E n F). 
Suppose there is a ,C ill+ such that x(E) x(F) @ > x(E n F)&. Then also 
x(E) x(S\F)@ > x(E n S\F)@ whence if F is measurable we obtain 
X(E) P = X(E) [X(F) + xVWI Cz > [XV n F) + x(E n WI1 @ 
contradicting (c). 
(e) Since x(E) + x(S\E) > 1 for any E this is clear. 
(f) E E .I# iff x(E) : 1 - x(S\E) = I - lim,,,,, x(V) = lim,,,,, 1 - 
x(V) = lim,,,,E x(S\ V) = limKCE x(K) since the open set V E .&’ by (a), and 
S\V is compact. By 2.2, x(E) - Vx(K), K compact in E as well. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Each 12 EL~(JTZ) d$ e nes a regular Bore1 measure p on S by 
ii(E) = <x(E), @>. A regular Bore1 measure ,G on S dejines a $ E L1(~) $f 
ji(a\ua,) = 0 for all a, 7 a in .s9. Moreover ji is uniquely defined on .I by its 
values p(a), a E .id. 
This follows from 1.1 and 3.6, and the definition of x(E). Henceforth p 
denotes the regular Bore1 measure p = i; o x = (x, /;). 
Much of the remainder of the paper is aimed at finding a good description 
of the entire completion L”(.d) of S(d), in terms on the subset x(&X). (In fact 
we will see that, as a set ,&&) = x(29.) B f e ore om on we want to unify the g . g 
various interpretations of x(E), EC S. 
Firstly, x(E) EL=(&) = 9$& = L’(.sl)‘, and x(E) also defines the pro- 
jection PE on L*(d) of 3.4. But x(E) equally well defines a projection 
QE: L”(d) + L”(d) by Q& = x(E) # in the Arens multiplication, as follows 
from 3.2. Note that PLl = x(E) = QEl, or more generally, that PL = QE . We 
find it easier and convenient to dispense with these varied notations and simply 
write x(E) for any one of them, with the context carrying the interpretation. 
In summary, one can think of x as a measure on & whose values are either 
functionals on L’(.zZ) or projections on either L”(d) or Ll(&‘). Moreover on &, 
x is continuous function valued on S, and our next task will be to show how, 
even on 2s, x is continuous function valued, with this function precisely 
known. 
409/68/r-I6 
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4. ./@ AND Lx(&) FOR CCC'. ALGEBRAS .rl: THE KAD~~-NIK~DYM THEOREM 
A Boolean algebra ti meets the countable chain condition (c.c.c.) if any 
pairwise disjoint (p.w.d.) subset of & is at most countable; disjoint means 
ab = 0. Such an algebra is necessarily complete-VV,,, b exists in .r/ for ever\ 
B C & [I 51. It then follows (e.g., see [26, 6.31) that L’(.&) is precisely Dixmier’s 
normal measures on S, and then from a variety of known results that L”(.d) 
must be C(S). We will reprove this simply and directly, using only two very 
basic results, and at the same time give for each + EL~(,PY)’ and x E S, the value 
f(x) of the representing functionfe C(S); that is, the proof will be more than 
existential, but more importantly, tells exactly how to realize Ll(.ei’)’ for any 
algebra .& (Section 5). 
We make use of two facts: (I) [I I] If v is a measure on .,Q/ such that ~(6) ;- 0 
for some b E .d, then v~, > 0 for some a E cd; indeed a = V{b: I’!, ;s 01. 
(2) Under I .I and with C.C.C. there must exist a strictly positive measure ,U on 
~1, written p > 0 and meaning ~(a) > 0 for all a f 0 [26, 6.51. The standard 
example is the measure algebra .?I = Z/p-‘(O) where ,U a finite measure on a 
u-algebra of sets x. 
THEOREM 4. I. Let p > 0 on .c/ and let v be a measure on .r/. Let x E 5’. Then 
D,v(x) = Iim,,-,x v(a)/p(a) exists in [-co, 031. 
Proof. The limit of course means the Iimit of r~(a)/p(a) over the neighborhood 
filter of clopen sets a containing X. 
Suppose ii&, +4/P(4 > 0 > T >> b,,, J(u)/P(~). We will produce an 
uncountable pairwise disjoint subset of &’ which will be a contradiction. 
First pick a; such that ~(a;) > q~(u;). By (1) above applied to the measure 
(v - a~)~; there exist al < a; such that (v - UP)~, > 0. Now A$ a, . For if 
x E a, , then for all b < a, , .T E b, we would have v(b)/p(b) > (T > 7 a 
contradiction. Hence there must be an Q; such that x E Q; and &, T- 0, and 
such that ~(a;) > 0 Ja;). Find a2 similarly, with x $ aa , and, since a2 5; ul, with 
u‘$zl = 0. 
Let wr be the first uncountable ordinal and suppose we have found {uJ~<~, 
5 < wr , such that {u~}~<~ is p.w.d. and x & a, for all 01 and (v - up),,, > 0. 
Then x 4 V,,, a, . For, if x E V,,, a, , then for all b < V,,, a, with x E b 
we obtain b = V,,, ba, and since 6 < wr and {a,},,, are p.w.d., we then obtain 
v(b) = ILE 4b4 = Zocc v,Jb) ->z ZaiE voo(b) = v(b) or 4W44 ;s (J :> 7 
for any such b, the same contradiction as before. Let now x E aE , a: . V,,,, a, = 0 
and find a, such that (u - u~CL)~~ > 0. 
So now, there must exist {uol}u<o,l , p.w.d., and since each (v - OP)~, > 0, 
necessarily all non-zero, a final contradiction to C.C.C. 
THEOREM 4.2. D,u is continuous as an extended real-valued function on S. 
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Proof. Fix x and suppose D,v(x) > (Y. We claim there is an a E .d such that 
x E a, and for all t E a, D,v(t) > iy. 
For, pick a, such that x E a < a, implies v(a)/p(u) > 01 ok E for some fixed 
E > 0, E < D,v(x) - 01. 
Then (v - (a -(- c) p) (ur) > 0. If (V - (a + c) p),,, 3 0 we are done. If not, 
there exists a b, E ~2, 6, < a, such that (v - (a + E) p)r,l < 0, and by choice of 
a, , x $ b, . So x E a2 - 6, and we can repeat the argument, finding b, < a, ~ 6, , 
whence b,b, = 0, such that (v - (a t E) P)~* < 0. 
Suppose we have found {b8}6<i-<wl , p.w.d., with (v - (a -C c) p)*, < 0 and 
x I$ a,b, for all 6, and 6, < a, . Let b =m: VScE 6, . Now .2: $ b. For otherwise 
b .< a, and we have (v - (a + 6) p)(b) > 0. But (v ~ (a -- G) p) (b) = 
x:6<c (v - (a mi-. c) CL) (6,) < 0. It again follows that we can find p.w.d. {b8jci<+ 
with (v - (a -b E) CL&, < 0, and so necessarily all non-zero, a contradiction. 
Hence D,v is lower semicontinuous at X, and then so also is D,(--v) =- -DUv, 
showing that D,v is continuous on S. 
Since the possibility D,v(x) =:: &cc exists this does not mean that D,v E C(S). 
Let C(S)+ denote the set of continuous functions on S into [0, cc] which are 
finite valued on all but a closed nowhere dense set, and give P(S)r the point- 
wise order. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The correspondence i --t D,v is a linear order isomorphism 
of L’(d)+ into P(S)f. 
Proof. The map is clearly linear and c < 8 implies D,v < D,6. Conversely 
if D,v < D,6 and yet (v - 6) (u) > 0 f or some a, then there is an a for which 
(v - 6 - ES), > 0 f or E > 0 sufficiently small. But then on the open set a, 
D,v>(l +E)D&S a contradiction, provided that D,v < m on all but a nowhere 
dense set. 
For this let b, = V{u: (np - v)(, 2 01. Then 6, f e for, if there is a b < 
e - Vb, , then bb, = 0 for all 71 whence (np - V) (b) < 0 for all IZ. For if not, 
there then exists c < b such that (n,,~ - v)~ > 0 for some n,, . Whence c :< b,@ , 
yet c < e - Vb, . 
Hence (np - v) (b) < 0 for all n, again a contradiction, since p(b) > 0 and 
v(b) < co. 
But now on the clopen set b, , D,v < n hence D,v < cc on all but e’,ub, = 
Vb,Jub, , a closed nowhere dense set. This completes the proof since the map is 
an isomorphism by virtue of the order preservance. 
Remark 4.4. The map cannot be onto. Let j(x) = l/x on (0, I]. Then 
f A n has a representation fn E C(S) where S is the Stone space of the Lebesgue 
measure algebra .zZ of (0, 11. Thenf = supfn E P(S)?, but cannot be any D,,v 
The next result describes the inverse relation D,v - f. Recall that for 
f E C(S), Cz, is defined (2.4(a)); indeed &(g) = ss fg dp for g E 9’(~2) where ,ii 
is the Bore1 extension of @ o ,y (3.7). 
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THEOREM 3.5 (Radon-Nikodym). 
G-4 QLcLf =f for fG C(S). 
(b) 1ff = D,v E C(S), then f = br. 
(c) :&,: g E Y(d)} is 1; Ill dense in Ll(.Se). 
(d) If ;E,?(G!)+, f= D ,v and b, = V{a: (np - v), 3 0}, then fn = 
x(b,)f~ C(S) and in the L-space L’(d), f = supn @,R . 
Proof. (a) Fix x and choose a clopen, x E a, such that I! x(a) f - f (x) x(a)11 
< E. It follows that 
I#-f(x)1 <E for all 6 < a, x E b. 
(b) This is (a) and 4.3. 
(c) Consider the sequence b, 7 e in the proof of 4.3. Then (1.2(a)) 
II Cbn - i iI1 + 0. Clearly, DUvhn = I D,v and D,,v < n on b, . Hence by (b) 
A 
vb = P,, , where fn = x(b,) D,v and hence // pj - G //, + 0. But fn is in the /3 
(iideed norm) closure of Y(d) completing (c)y 
(d) Obviously Fr, < i and the argument in (c) completes the proof. 
An alternate, and informative argument, is to use a “Lebesgue ladder” 
argument on the range of i, EL’+ and obtain a partition of S by clopen sets 
U n+l\iun where a, = V{c: (any - v)~ 3 O> and 0 < a, < 01,+r + co with (say) 
I %+1 - cy, 1 < E for all n. We thank Jim Roberts for pointing this out. 
We turn now to L”(&‘) where infinity valued derivatives do not occur. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let + ELM’ = Lm(&). Then 
(a) J(X) = lim,,, (+&,)/~(a)) exists for all x E S and 4 E C(S). 
(b) For all f E Ll(A), C(c) = (4, ;) = ss 6 dfi where V = f 0 x on the 
Bore1 subsets of S (3.7). 
(c) The mapping 4 + 6 is a linear, isometric, order, algebra isomorphism of 
Lm(A) onto C(S) whose inverse is given by (b); in particular 4$(x) = &x)&x) 
for all x E S. 
Proof. (a) By 1.2(a), since 4 is 11 &-continuous, v(a) = 4&) is a measure 
on &. Since + is I/ Ill-bounded / $(&,)I < 114 I] // 6, /jl; whence 4(.x) exists by 4.1 
for all x and ! $(x)1 < j/ 4 11 . By 4.2,$ E C(S). 
(b) For a E &, +($,) = (X(U), a,$ by 4.5(b). Hence for gc .Y(.ol), 
d(A) = (g, $6) = (4, A> since d E C(s). S’ mce 4 is I/ I/,-continuous, 4.5(c) 
implies +(fi) = (4, fi> for all D E Ll(&‘). The integral form follows from the 
discussion preceeding 2.3 and from 3.7. 
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(c) We have already observed that iI+ I/ < 11 #J 11 . Equality follows as in 
[ll] or [26] from continuity of 4. Linear order isomorphism follows from 4.3. 
T,he map is onto for, as already observed, C(S) CL”(&) in general. Finally 
&J(X) = J(X) J(X) for, using (b) several times, 
It follows then that S is the maximal ideal space of the algebra La(&) and 
4 +d is the Gelfand transform as well. 
COROLLARY 4.7. C(S), is semi-reflexive when .d has C.C.C. 
COROLLARY 4.8. In the pointwise order, C(S) is a conditionally complete 
lattice: zy {fu} is a bounded increasing net in C(S), then Vfti exists in C(S). 
Proof. Apply 2.2 and 4.4 to the functional defined by 4(c) q = supa(fa , fi> 
on Ll(&)+-. 
COROLLARY 4.9. If @> 0 and on Y 3 0 &, then 
for all x E S. 
Proof. Denote these by J,, and & respectively. From 4.6(b), ($,, ,8) = 
+(8) = (4” ,8) for all 8 ill. Hence r$,, = 4” since both are continuous, 
using 1.1. 
Of course, that C(S) is the variation norm dual of the normal measures on 
such a hypertonian S has been long known and is due to Dixmier. The formula 
4.6(a) is implicit in that result. What we will offer now is an extension to o-alge- 
bras without c.c.c., (Section 5), a stronger integral representation than 4.6(b) 
(Section 6) and a characterization of the measurable sets (here and in Section 5). 
To begin the latter we first note that for any EC S, $$ is 0 or 1 on S. For 
by 3.3, x(E)~ = x(E) and by 4.6(c), x$$= x$$ = G2 Hence $$ = x(a) 
for some a E & so that x(-01) = x(d) = x(29; hence x(A) produces nothing 
new inLm(,ol), a reflection of the semi-reflexivity of the C.C.C. case. To continue, 
we define an analogue of Lebesgue density on the real line. For EC S, let 
d(E) = {x E S: g(x) = 11. Let E(E”) denote the closure (interior) of a set E. 
THEOREM 4.10. F C d(E) C Eo for any EC S. 
Proof. Since d(E) is clopen because $) . is 0 on I, it suffices to obtain 
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E” C d(E) C B. Suppse x E E” and pick a,, E .d so that .2: E n, C 17”. With 
p >, 0 on .d, 
where each U is open. But then a < a, implies a C CJ whence x(U) &, -= ~(a) 
and hence G(x) = I. That is, E” C d(E). 
Now suppose x $ E, find a, such that x E a, and a, n i? = IJ. Reasoning as 
above, and using U 3 E such that C’ I-I a, :P [I we obtain 3) (x) == 0, or, 
x 4 d(b). 
COROLLARY 4.11. (a) If 0 is open in S, then 0 is open, d(0) = 0 and 
n 
x(O) ~. xi, . 
(b) If C is closed in S, then Co is closed, d(C) = Co and 3 = xc.0 . 
Proof. Apply 4.10 to the facts that 00 C ii; = 6; and @ = Co C ?? 
THEOREM 4.12. Let EC S. Then 
(4 x(E) = xP”) = XV> 
(b) d(E) == go 
(c) $ = xeo and &%@ = 1 - m. 
Proof. Note first from 4.11 that $$== x; -:= x~ = $$ whence x(0) = 
x(0); similarly x(C) = x(P). Hence, x(E) = x(EO). Then by definition 
x(E) = f+-p x(O) = flG-& x(U) = x(E) 
for, 0 3 E implies 0 = U 3 J!? and ~(0) = x(O) while also, U 3 i? implies U 3 E. 
This proves (a). 
(b) From (a), d(E) = d(E) = E” from 4.1 l(b). 
AA 
(c) x(E) = x(E) = xEO again from 4.1 l(b). 
Now, since S/E0 === S/E” this also implies the second statement. 
This makes our first and principal characterization of measurability apparent. 
THEOREM 4.13. These are equivalent 
(a) E is measurable 
(b) &?‘J = F 
(c) F = d(E). 
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Proof. (a) + (b). By definition EEA’ iff x(E) + x(S\E) = 1 iff (4.6(c)) 
AH------ 
x(E) + x(S\E) = 1 = 1 iff (4.12) JYJO + (1 - m) = 1 iff @ = E”. 
(b) e(c). Apply 4.10 and 4.12(b). 
A category measure space is one in which sets of first category and sets of 
measure zero coincide [20]; (S, CL), p > 0 on &’ is an example. Our deepest 
result on measurability is the following. 
THEOREM 4.14. If x(E) = 0, then E is measurable and nowhere dense. Con- 
versely, if E is nowhere dense, then E is measurable with x(E) = 0. 
Proof. Since x(E) + x(S\E) > 1 and x(S\E) < 1 for any E, x(E) = 0 makes 
E measurable whence by 4.13,E” = d(E) = 0. 
Conversely, E nowhere dense makes 0 = E” = d(E) 3 @ whence Eo = B 
and E is measurable by 4.13. 
A set E in a topological space has the Baire property [20] if E = 0 a F 
where 0 is open and F is first category. 
COROLLARY 4.15. E E A ;sf E has the Baire property. Indeed E E A? ifl 
E n d(E) is nowhere dense. 
Proof, Since a first category set F is the countable union of nowhere dense 
sets, each measurable by 4.13, so is F by 3.6. Since open sets are measurable 
any 0 n F is measurable by 3.6. 
Conversely, if E E & then E = d(E) n (E a d(E)), d(E) is open, and by 
4.13, E n d(E) = E\&?O U @\E is first category. 
But also each of E\i?O and ??=‘\E is nowhere dense, hence of x measure 0, and 
hence x(E n d(E)) = 0 making E n d(E) nowhere dense by 4.14. 
Finally, if E n d(E) is nowhere dense, hence measurable, then since d(E) 
is open, hence measurable, so is E = d(E) n (E n d(E)), completing the proof. 
So now, each 3 ELM defines a measure on sets with the Baire property, 
i = $ o x, and since S is compact fi has non-empty compact support S, . 
To conclude this section we note two remarkable properties obtained above. 
For one, ~(27 = x(d) = x(d) as subsets of I,“(&) (4.10). For a second, 
n-----l 
x(E) + x(S\E) is either 0, 1 or 2 on S (4.10(c)). 
5. d AND Lm(d)a FOR CT-COMPLETE d 
Let @ ~Lr(&‘)f and consider the u-ideal 4: = (a E SJZ: p(a) = 0) and the 
resulting Boolean algebra 541, = d/Y@ with rU: ~3?’ -+ zz$ the quotient map. It is 
shown in [14] that the completion S&&) 1s a topological projective limit of 
spaces Lco(&& . Now dU is easily seen to be a-complete with C.C.C. and well- 
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defined strictly positive measure p’(rrJa)) = ~(a), and Stone space S,, == 
S\U{~: ~(a) = 0}, precisely the support of the regular Bore1 measure ii - 
TV. o x of 3.7. Details can be found in [26] or [28]. Since we have described spaces 
L”(&& we first piece these together into L=(&‘),; the details are basically 
those of [14, Sections 7, 81 so we will only describe the structure. 
Algebraically there are strong precedents. Gordon [12] described the dual of 
the space of measures on a u-algebra algebraically as a space C(Z). More recently 
Chitescu [3] has done the same for vector-measures, observed that the descrip- 
tion is an algebraic projective limit, and noted earlier similar results. 
Actually matters are rather straightforward. Let Y = u(S,: p ELI(&) *~}. 
Suppose that x E Y, say x E S, . Now ~~(0) as a clopen set in S, is precisely 
a n S, and {~~(a): x E a} is the clopen neighborhood base at x E S,, . Suppose 
4 EL=(&). Then v’(n,(u)) = +(&,) and p’(rr,(u)) = ~(a) are well-defined on 
X$ , p’ > 0, and hence the limit 
exists and is continuous on S, in its Stone topology-precisely the relative Stone 
topology. Note that / &x)I < l/$/l as before. The real question is whether 4 is 
well-defined on Y and this is the Lebesgue decomposition theorem. Details are 
similar to [12] (f or algebras of sets) and we will only sketch these. 
Write p Q v if I, C I, or equivalently S,, C S, . Suppose x E S, . Then $,(x)- 
lima+, 4&>i~(a> is ~y(4 = lima+, #(fiJv(u). For, if 7’ cL1(dV) define $‘@‘) to 
be d(P) where r‘(n,(u)) = r(u). Then 4’ . 1s well-defined and by 4.6(b) $‘(q’) = 
J-s, 6 4’ = .l+s $v 4 so that &I&) = $‘(/I:) = && d,G, . From this follows 
4,(x) = limo+, $@,)/~(a) = d”(x) by the continuity of &, on S, . Now if 
x E S, n S, write v = va + us where r@(b) = v(b n S,). Then vU < p and 
~5 < V, so J,(X) = J+(X) =&x) as before. Hence 
THEOREM 5. I. Zf C#J EL”(&), the fovmulu 
J(x) -l&g> x E SW 
yields a well-dejned function on Y = u(S,: /i E Ll(&)+} which is continuous in 
the relative Stone topology on each S,, and bounded by I/ 4 11 on Y. 
Hence L”(d) “is” a space of functions on a set. Gordon [12] makes 4 con- 
tinuous byfiat, declaring S, to be open: recall Ex. 2.5(b)-& is more typically 
closed nowhere dense in S. But the projective limit technique of [14] lends 
precision, economy and a naturalness to this and ensuing discussions, and to it 
we now turn. 
With p < v let xUy: dV + -d, be the natural map and plrV: S, --t S, the iden- 
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tification of S,, as a subset of S, , and pU: S, -+ S the identity on S, . These in 
turn induce 
5(b) ,# - fs continuous (I .4) linear maps R,: 9’(d) + -y(&) by R, f = 
f o pu =f / S,, and corresponding R,, . 
n 
5(c) 11 II,-isometries E,: U(sr*,) -Ll(&) by EUf = y o rW where y = 
7 o x (1.4) and corresponding bonding maps EUy: L’(J-9,) + L’(4,). 
5(d) /3 - p continuous maps P,,: L=(d) -+ L”(J$) and corresponding P,,&, . 
Of course P, = Ei and E, = R: , and P, is the unique extension of R, to 
the completion L”(d) of y(d)a, whence PL = E, as well on Ll(,oc”,) since 
Lffi(.d); = Ll(&). Th ese are the structure maps in the direct and inverse limits 
taken over the directed family (Ll(&)+, <). Note that F’,, and R, preserve the 
order and multiplicative structures as well, the latter because of 3.2 and P,, = 
Ii: . The next resuh is found in [14] for rings of sets and we will not reprove it. 
THEOREM 5.2. (a) Ll(,&) =lim{EW,(L1(&U))} us Banach Zattices with iso- 
metric structure maps E, . 
(b) L-(d) = ~&(P,,(L”(J$J)} us compZete ZocaZZy convex spaces with 
/3-continuous structure maps P, . 
Without topology (b) is the result of Gordon [12] and Chitescu [3]. We will 
comment on the topological property being claimed for its origins are important. 
Matters come down to 2.1(b) in the following fashion: (1) /3 convergence in 
L”(d) is uniform convergence over /3-equicontinuous sets H. (2) By 2.1(b), H 
is (uniformly) absolutely continuous with respect to a single i;; ELI(~)+. (3) 
Hence E,(H) is /3 (i.e., &) equicontinuous in L1(dU), whence ,8U-convergence in
L”(z$) is uniform over E,(H) and from this follows the theorem by chasing 
diagrams. 
For the set Y = ~(22,: p EU(&)+} we define a set U to be open if U II S, 
is open in the relative Stone topology on each S,; i.e., s E U n S,, implies there 
exists a E & such that x E a n S, C U n S, . It is easy to see that a n S, = 
SU, , and that this is a topology on Y. Moreover, the collection {S,,: fi ELM’} 
is a neighborhood base (the Lebesgue decomposition theorem again!) since 
S, n S, = S,, , whence S, is open. Alternatively S, n S,, = S,,, using the 
lattice properties ofLl(&)+. (1.1(c)). Furthermore each S, being compact in S is 
also compact in Y since any Y-open cover can be replaced by an open cover of 
sets a n S, . Hence, 
THEOREM 5.3. (a) Y is a topological space with compact-open eighborhood 
base (S,: @ 6 Ll(zZ)+}. 
(b) Y =lim{pJS,,)> wzth continuous structure maps p@: S, -+ Y the 
identity map of S, into Y. 
(c) Y is a dense subset of S. 
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The definition of open set and of direct limit systems makes (b) obvious, and 
(c) follows from the hypothesis of I. 1. 
Remark 5.4. In general Y #. S. Suppose or ::= 2% and A? = 2[OJl. Then 
~EL1(~)iff~=Ca,S,n,x,EIO,l], a,E.%!andC/a,j <co.LetXdenote 
[0, 1] with discrete topology. Then S = PX and Y = u{C~X: CC [0, 1] is 
countable} since S, :== {x~). Since /3X is extremally disconnected, S,, is clopen in 
PX since {x~} is open in X. But PX is compact whence if Y = /3X, then X = 
ULl sui = su 7 Y = ZY Pi > so that p > 0 on .d and .d has c.c.c., a contra- 
diction. Note also that Y is an open subset of S. 
Let u denote the Stone topology on S and 6 the topology defined on Y. Topo- 
logical statements about subsets of Y are understood to be in terms of 8. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. (a) u < 6 on Y and o = 8 on each S,, . 
(b) The closure of a sequence of compact sets in Y is compact. Any compact 
open set in Y is a set S, . 
(c) Y is pseudocompact and extremally disconnected. 
Proof. (a) This is clear since if x E a E &’ and x E S, , then a n S, = Sum 
is a 6 neighborhood of x in Y. 
(b) If K is compact, then KC S, for some p for KC uFsl Swi C S, where 
p = ~~=, pi . Suppose K, is compact and K, C Su, . Then U,“=r K, C S,, where 
CL = ZL (1/W (Pnill Al II). 
If C is compact-open, then C = Uy=r S,,; = S,, , where p = x:-r pi . 
(c) If f is continuous on Y, and / f(qJ > n then f is unbounded on the -- 
compact set u{x,J. Hence Y is pseudocompact. Secondly, if U is open in Y, 
then 0 r\ S,, = lJ n S,, since S,, is clopen. But cr = 6 on S, , S, is extremally 
-1. 
disconnected (well-known or use 4.11) so U n S,, IS open in S, whence u is 
open in Y. 
In particular Y cannot generally be a P-space since a pseudocompact P-space 
is finite. We can also note from the proof that a g E C(Y) which vanishes at 
infinity has compact suport and hence a natural extension to all of S which is 
upper semi-continuous on S. 
To go on it is a formal consequence of 5.3(b), that 
5(e) C(S) = li&R,,(C(S,))} with structure maps 
R,: C(Y) - C(S,), R,f =f! S, -fop, 
Note that RR, preserves the additive, multiplicative and order structure. 
But Section 4 shows that L”(&‘Jg C(S,) and we are ready to combine 5(e) 
with 5.2(b) to obtain 
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THEOREM 5.6. The correspondence $, -6 defined in 5.1 is a linear, multi- 
plicative and order isomorphism of L”(d) onto C(Y). 
Proof. Let D,: Lm(z$) --f C(S,) be the linear, multiplicative order iso- 
morphism of 4.6(c). From 5(e) and (5.2)(b) it suffices to show that R,q? = 
D,P,$ on S, . Of course (R,& (x) = J(X) and by 5.1, J(X) = lima.+z#@a)~~(a). 
Recalling the notation p’(n,,(a)) = p(a) and that E$ = fi’ (5(c)) and that 
E, :== P: we obtain 
since (rU(a): x E a} is the clopen neighborhood base at x E S,, . 
Recall that the topology fi can be just as easily defined on C(S) initially 
([26]) and C$$ = L”(d). Also, since S, is compact in S any f E C(SJ has an 
extension to an f E C(S). An interesting summation of the topology in 5.2(b), 
5(e) and 5.6 is 
THEOREM 5.7. For $ ELI(&)+, let F,, = {f~ C(S):f 1 S, = 6 1 S,}. Then 
{FJ is a cauchy Jilter in C(S), and F, +fl4. 
Proof. For p Q v, D,P,(F,) = (4 / S,}, so in each C(S,,) the filter is even- 
tually constant, hence converges, and in L”(.&J converges to P,$. Hence it is 
cauchy and convergent to 4. 
Combining 5.6 and 5.5(c), C,(Y) = C@Y) results, and we arrive at the 
maximal ideal space 2 (Section 2) of the B-algebra L”(.ol): 2 = ,8Y. This is 
an appropriate moment to bring in a final projective limit; compare with Ex. 
2.5(c) vis-a-vis the Boolean completion & of JZI. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let %t( Y) denote the complete Boolean algebra of clopen subsets 
of the extremally disconnected space Y. Then %6(Y) = ~(nuv(&u)} with Stone 
space PY and structure maps T,,~: %e( Y) -+ A$ where rue(C) = C n S,, for 
c E %/( I’). 
Proof. Of course dU is Boolean isomorphic to %t(S,) = {a n S,,: a E a?}. 
Replace then ,JX$ by %QS,,) with continuous structure maps p,,: S, -+ Y. So C 
clopen in Y implies p;‘(C) E %t(S,). C onversely if C, E %/(S,,), then 5.3(b) 
implies there exists a unique continuous map f: Y -+ (0, l} such that xc = 
f o pu for all CL. Let C = f -‘( I). Then C E %t( Y) and C, = p;‘(C). The remgin- 
ing details are clear. 
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Now we describe the inverse 6 - 4 first in the weak * sense and then (Section 
6) in the strong sense. The universal measure will be crucial there and is useful 
now. Let xU: J$ - C(SJ be as defined: xU(rU(a)) -= x~,,~, . 
LEMMA 5.9. For EC S, PU),x(E) = P,(x(E n S,)) = xU(E n SJ. In parti- 
cular, P&y(S,) = I ELydu). 
Proof. If 6’ EL~(~J, E,G’ == 1, where Y <CL, then (P,x(S,), fi’>z = (x(SJ, fi) 
= limU,s,(x( U), ;> = (I, C). Now since P,, is a multiplicative homomorphism, 
then by 3.6(a) and (d) P&En S,) = P,x(E) P,x(S,) = P,x(E). 
Let U be open in S. The net {x(a): a C U} +B x(U) in L”(,@‘) by definition 
of x(U). If c = b n S, C U n S, in A,, then there exists a E .d, a C U such 
that b n S,, = a n S, . Hence {~,(a n SW): a C U) is cofinal in (x,(c): c E dU , 
c C U n SJ. But PJ(u) = xnns, = x,(a n S,,) and P, is ,/?-continuous, so 
PJ( U) = x,( U n S,). N ow for any E, p-continuity of P, implies 
since an open set W in S, contains E n S, iff W = V n S, for some V open 
in S; necessarily V 3 E n S, . 
The notation is almost getting in the way of the facts; 5.9 suggests that we 
regard xU(E n S,) as simply x(E n S,), and with 5.6 and the definition of Y, 
it is correct to identify L”(&#) with {f E C(Y): f = 0 on Y\S,). In [ 14, Section 71 
it is indeed shown that L”(&J is a ,&complementary subspace of La(&). 
However, we can avoid these permissible adoptions without trouble in what 
remains and do so. 
COROLLARY 5. IO. Let 2 = V’ o xu and V = i 0 x be the Bore1 extensions (3.7) 
of V’ and Y on S, and S respectively where c = E,,3’. Then 6(E) r-= >(E n S,) for 
any Bore1 set EC S. 
COROLLARY 5.11. (a) The inverse map 4 - (b of C(Y) onto L”(.d) is given 
by (6(G) = ss,+ d;. 
(b) I/ 4 II = Ii $ Ii . 
(4 a%=iz=5=xzi~“. 
Proof. (a) By 4.6(b) and 5.8, (P&) (Y’) = ss,$ d7 = ss,$ df and Pi;’ = c. 
Apply 5.6, 5(e) and 5.2(b). 
(b) Already II+ II b il$ II and th e reverse inequality follows from (a), the 
continuity of 4 and the hypothesis of I. 1. 
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(c) The first equation follows from P,J(E) = xU(E n S,) (5.9) and the 
isomorphism 0,: L”(J&) + C(S,). The second equation follows from 4.12(c) 
and the fact that S,, is closed in 0 and hence in 6. 
THEOREM 5.12. For any E C S, 
where the closure and interior are taken in the 6 topology in Y. 
Proof. From 5(e) it suffices to show that $1 S,, = x~r\l’o 1 S,, . From 
5.1 I 2) 1 SW = m;. . Since S,, is clopen in Y, the conclusion follows. 
COROLLARY 5.13. --0 For any EC S, x(E) = x(E n Y ). 
j-1 
Proqf. By 5.6 it suffices to show $$ = x(E’g’) and for this we only 
0 
need observe that (En’) = En0 since (5.5) Y is extremely disconnected. 
Consequently, we can characterize the measurable sets E in S-i.e. those for 
which x(E) + x(S\E) = 1. 
THEOREM 5.14. These are equivalent for EC S. 
(a) EEA 
(b) En0 = (En Y)O in the 6 topology on Y. 
(c) SUE n SUSiE = 0 for all p E Ll(&)+. 
(d) E n S, E Mu for all p EU(&), where J%c, denotes the measurable sets 
for xu on S, . 
Proof. (a) -(b). If EEA’, then by 5.13 and 5.6 
xExyo + xSIEno = 1 on Y. 
But &?g” = Y n S\(E n Y)O = Y\(E n Y)O. Hence ET’= Y\(Y\,(Fz ____ 
u)o = (En Y)“. 
The converse follows from this as well. 
(b)-(d) From 4.13, EnSEA?,, iff EnS,O=(EnS,)O in the a=6 
topology on S,, . But S,, is clopen and all together cover Y. 
Recall the definition of &: fiE = fixtE) . We claim that SUE = (c) co(d) 
S, n E = (x: x(E n S,) (x) = l}. Let b E &. Then x(E) (&,) = pE(b) and 
x(E n SW) (&J = x(E) (&J = x(E n SW> ($&, from 5.8 and X(E) x(E n S,,) = 
x(E n S,) (3.3). 
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If x E SUE ) then giCnci$ (x) ::= 1’ lm,-,[x(E n S,) (PA1 :~~(a) =.= 
lim,,+. pE(a)‘pE(a) = I whence S,, C =I@“. If x $ StiEyet x E S, nZ<“C S, , 
then there exist 1) such that x E b and pE(b) = 0. Hence 1 = $$n s,s (x) =- 
lim,~.,&(E n S,) &)]!p(a) === limh=,r.-,r BEAK z-m 0. Thus S,, S,, n E . 
A Y----. 
SOW SUE n Sus,t. =- {s: [x(E n S,) x(S:E n S’J] (x) -~== I} and (c) and 5.12 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARP 5.15. E E AT’ 23 x(E) x(F) = x(E n F) for every set F C S. 
Proof. If E E &!’ apply 3.6(d). Suppose x(E) x(F) = x(E n F) for any F. If 
E $ k’ the proof of 5.14 shows there exists x E Y such that 
COROLLARY 5.16. Ezeq open set in Y, hence any union u{S,: F E MC 
L’(.c/J)--} is measurable. 
Proof. If V is open then v is open since Y is extremally disconnected. Hence 
r” ._~ 17 _. p, 
'THEOREM 5.17. If x(E) = 0, then EEA’ and E n Y is nowhere dense. If 
E n Y is nowhere dense, then E E JA? and x(E) = 0. 
Proof. x(E) = 0 implies E E .I just as before. Sow $$ = xF+, so E n Y 
is nowhere dense. __-- ~- 
C’onversely, E n Y nowhere dense implies (En Y)O C E n 1” since Y is 
extremally ennected. But the latter is empty. Apply 5.14(b), to obtain 
R E .,&’ and x(E) = 0. 
As in Section 4. 
COROI.T.ARY 5. IS. E E ~42’ g/j E n Y has the Bake property. Or, E E .I iff __- 
(E n Y) ,A> (E n Y)O is nowhere dense. 
~- 
Proof. Argue as in 4.15 replacing d(E) by E n Y”. 
COROLLARY 5.19. S\YE& and ,Y(S\Y) = 0. 
Hence even for o-complete cd, (x, A) is a complete measure space (as is 
(x, Y n A) whose measurable sets can be characterized topologically. 
We close this section with some applications to vector and normal measures. 
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For a Boolean algebra g and locally convex space W let ~(g, W) denote the 
normal measures on g to W: G E ~(9, W) iff G is a measure and if b = Vaer b, 
in 9 with {b,) p.w.d., then G(b) = lim{~~,r* G(b,): P’ is finite in P} in W. 
Let /? denote the topological projective limit topology on C,(Y) obtained 
from 5(e) and the topologies /3, defined on C(S,) by J& . Hence since D,: 
wJQ3u - mhp ) and D,$ = 6 is a topological isomorphism, the map 
4 -++ of 5.6 is a /3 - /? topological isomorphism. The notation p is consistant 
with [ 171 and [26]. The very definition of x(E) is virtually a call that x be normal 
into L”(&‘)u and indeed 
THEOREM 5.20. On the complete Boolean algebra %‘l(Y) of clopen (or regular 
open) subsets of Y, the measure x: ‘?ZQY) -LL”(d)e by E - x(E) is normal. The 
meusure 2: Vd( Y) -+ C( Y)e defined by f(C) = xc is also normal. 
Proof. In %8(Y), VC, = UC, in Y and C v D = C r\ D since Y is extre- 
mally disconnected. Hence x is finitely additive. From 5.2(b), for {C,} p.w.d. 
x(VC,) =s lim Cx(C,J iff P,,x(VC,) =& lim P,(Zx(C,)). But (5.9) P,x(VC,) = 
x,((VC,) n S,) and P,x(C,) = x,(Ca n S,,). Now each C, n S, E We(S,) and 
hence C, n S, = a, n S, , a, E .d. Also, in the complete algebra %?P(S,,), 
V(C, n S,) = (VC,) n S, since S, E%E(Y). But then {C, n S,,} is p.w.d. in 
S,, , -cfG = %‘k(S,) has c.c.c., so C, n S,, = 0 for all but countably many 0~. 
That is V(C, n S,) = V(C,n n S,,). But xU: @k(S,,) ? dW -+L@(dU)s, is a 
measure (1.1(a)). Since 4-4 is a /3 -f lsomorphism and x(C) = x(C), this 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5.21. Let W be a complete locally convex space and ca(<d, W) the 
countably additive measures on AS’ into W. Then ca(sz, W) is isomorphic to 
$9/(Y), W) by m -+ m = m 0 x, where m: LK(&‘)e --f W is the unique continuous 
linear map defined by m (1 .l (a)) and x is as in 5.20. 
Proof. Given m, since +i is ,&continuous, and x: %:P( Y) -+ La(A)o is normal, 
then M = ri? 0 x is normal into W. If EE q(qQY), W), then T(a) = -$(a n Y) 
is defined since a n Y E %t!(Y), and is in ca(.&, W) since a, 7 a in d implies 
a, n Y f a n Y in %?l(Y). S’ mce +j = q 0 x because +j = ;i 0 x on the p-dense 
subset -‘P(d), this shows that m + M is onto. It is 1 - 1 since rii = 2 implies 
fi = fi’ on ,V(&) which makes m(a) = mx(a) = m’(a). 
Since ca(YQZ, .%?) is Ll(&) (1. I(b)), then by 5.2(a), 
COROLLARY 5.22. L1(&) is isomorphic to #7/(Y), 99). That is, Ll(&) is 
isomorphic to I~IJ Y(S$ , 9’) = ~(b .JZ$ , .9) since L’(s$) = 7(24 , W) and 
V?/(Y) elim du (5.8). 
A few concluding remarks are warranted. Of course if & has c.c.c., Y = S = 
S, where p > 0. The pair (x, 4) is very classical, but for its range, as a measure 
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space. We will see in Section 7 that the reduced measure algebra A’/x~‘(O) is 
in fact U!(Y) so that the reduced measure x(E A x-‘(O)) r=: x(E n Y)O) is com- 
pletely additive (normal). Indeed then x is strictly positive as a vector measure on 
V{(Y) into L”(d). Only the non-metrizability of /3 on L”(d) prevents %?‘6(Y) 
from having C.C.C. Now we will make L”(,,@‘) itself look like a classical L”-space, 
in terms of *. 
6. INVERSION AND SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION 
The realization of the Gelfand representation 4 -4 of L”(d) as C,(Y) with 
maximal ideal space 2 = /3Y of the preceeding section (5.6) is a destressingly 
localized representation. This section attempts a global relationship utilizing 
the measurable sets A and extended measure x. The situation is decidedly 
analogous to that of classical LE-spaces in that once a sufficiently large class of 
measurable sets is defined, all bounded measurable functions are uniform 
limits of simple functions. In particular, if we let P(d) = {CF=i olix(Ei): --- 
Ei E JA!$ CL%(&), then (6.2) L”(H) = .4p(A!)ii 11 and P(A) differs from .Y(&) 
by only the inclusion of the two p-limits preceeding 3.2. So matters are like 
Lebesgue measure on the line with 9’(d) playing the role of {Czr o~~x(~~,~J}. 
We begin with 
THEOREM 6.1, Let q3 EL”(.~) with 4 > 0. In the conditionally complete 
lattice (2.2) L”(,d), 
Proof. Let A = {y E Y: J(y) < a}. Then A is open in Y and by 5.16, 
AE&. 
LetE>Oandsuppose/1~1/,(l.LetE,={yEY:KE<~(y)~((k+I)E} 
for K = 1, 2,..., [l/c] + I = n. Then each E,, EA’ from the above and 3.6. 
Let s = CF=r k E x(EJ. Now the E;, have p.w.d. interior which have p.w.d. 
closure and CE=r k E X~,O <c$ on Y whence s” = Cz=r k E w <$ so that 
s < 4 by 5.6. 
Let t EL’(&)+, v(e) < 1. Then from 5.1 l(a) / 4(G) - s(P)/ = jjs,$ dfi - 
Ji, s d: i < Czz’=l J&,s, I$ - kc I dfi < E, since x(Ek A p) = 0, where of course 
fi =-T f o x on ~4’. Consequently, /! # - s 11 < E. This proves 6.1 as well as 
COROLLARY 6.2. (a) 4 h I’ t zs t e zmi zn the norm on L”(.ol) of the directed 
family (s 6 Y(A): s < 4). 
(b) 4 is the norm limit of the directed famzly {xyzl aix(bi): b, is clopen in Y 
and ~:=I %Xb, < ‘$>. 
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Proof. It suffices to observe that if + > s’ > s in L”O(&), then I/ 4 - s’ /I < 
I/ 4 - s jj , and to note that each @ above is clopen in Y. 
Remark. In example 2.5(c), {s E P’(d): s ,( 4} = {O). Thus one must USC 
9(M) to obtain L”(d). 
Both 6.1 and 6.2 strongly suggest a formula 4 = sq? dx as the inversion of the 
map + -+$ of L”(d) onto C,(Y). Indeed we already have this as a weak * 
integral, globally over S in 4.6 and locally over sets S, in 5.11. We seek a global 
vector-valued integral. Existing vector integral structures known to us, [I], 
[lo], are not applicable because x: J&’ +Lm(&) is not a measure in the norm, 
but only in /3, this of course the fundamental reason for introducing /3 on 9(d). 
A definition of integral appropriate to the inversion of 4 -+ 4 and an allied 
spectral representation is given below. Despite its special appearance we will 
later at least indicate that it has a more universal meaning closely tied to the 
fact that x is itself universal for measures. 
Let X be a set and Z C 2x a o-algebra of sets. A measure m on X into L”(d) 
is a finitely additive map m: Z + L”(d) such that EC F implies m(E) < m(F) 
and Ei 7 E in 2 implies m(E,) -+B m(E); that is, converges uniformly on weak 
(= weak *) compacta in L’(d)+-. 
Let B(X, i7) = {f: X -+ R: f is bounded and Z-measurable} and 9(X, Z) = 
{s E B(X, Z): s = xr=, ai~a .j. Define Jr dm: 9(X, 2) +Lm(zZ) by Jr s dm = 
Cy=i n+m(A<) where s = ky=i aixA, , {Ai} p.w.d. As usual Jr s dm is well- 
defined. Now letfc B(X, Z),f > 0. Then (s E 9(X, 2): 0 < s <f> is directed 
upward and hence so is {Jr s dm: 0 < s .<f} directed upward in L”(d). More- 
over, s <f implies Jx+ s dm < IIf// m(X) EL”(&) and so now by 2.2 we can 
define Jx dm: B(X, 2) ---f L”(d) by 
J,fdm = SUP /Jx sdm 
in L”(d), where S,P f pointwise on X. For any f, write f = f+ -f-, f * E 
B(X, Z) and non-negative and define Jr f dm = sxf + dm - r f - dm. 
We will not investigate this integral of itself, but will rather point out a few 
principal properties and its connection with the Gelfand representation 4 --+$. 
THEOREM 6.3. (a) A $nitely additive increasing m: Z---f L”(d) is a measure 
in L”(d) ;sf m is a(Lm, L1) countably additive. 
(b) For any j2 E Ll(&), 
(S,fdm,CL) =jXfd(mo$) where (mofi)(E) =<m(E),@> 
the integral on the right being the usual Lebesgue integral of f by the measure 
m o$.Z-+R. 
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(c) The equation in (b) uniquely de$nes Jxf dm in L”(d). 
(4 ME) = .MXE d m is a measure on 2 in I,“(&) and (k,?: 0 ~1 s -< fj is 
uniformly countably additive. 
Proof. It suffices to consider only f~ B(X, X), f 3 0. (a) If m is o(L”, L1) 
countably additive, then m(E,) 7 m(E) pointwise on weak = weak * compacta 
in Li(&)+, hence uniformly by Dini’s theorem, hence in p. 
(b) This is apparent from 2.2, $ B-continuity, the definition of Jxf dm, 
and of jxf dv for the real measure v = m 0 @. 
(c) Suppose C$ eLrn(&) and for all /Z ELI(&), (+, 6) = &fd(m o F). If 
0 < s <f, then ,G > 0 implies (4, &) > jX s d(m o &) = (Zaim(Ei), $) so 
+ > (JX s dm: 0 < s <f} whence q4 > Jxf dm. That one cannot have 4(p) > 
( sX f dm, @) for some i; EU(&)+ now follows from (b). 
(d) Let poll+. Then 
which is of course c.a. Hence kf is a(L”,E) countably additive, but being 
increasing, necessarily fl-c.a. by 2.2. The second claim follows from this and the 
observation that 
from (b) for all s <f. 
To continue, we apply this integral to (Y, JZ n Y) where .&+ is the u-algebra 
of subsets of S of X-measurable sets (3.5) and .&’ n Y = (En Y: EEA>. 
Note from 5.16, 5.19 and 3.6(b), that YEA, that x(E n Y) = x(E) for all 
E E &‘, and that x: .&V n Y +Lm(zZ) is a measure in L”(d). 
THEOREM 6.4. (a) If $ ~L~(sd’), then I$ = f& dx. 
(b) If f f B( Y, JZ n Y) and we deJine # = SYf dx, then f = C$ except on a 
set of x measure zero in Y. Hence any measurable function on Y is continuous 
except at points of a nowhere dense set. 
Proof. By definition, Jy$ dx = sup{CL a&Et): Xl %xEi d 4 on Y, 
Ei E & n Y and p.w.d.}. As noted in 6.1 ZiaxEi < 4 implies ZIX,X(E,) < 4 and 
conversely, if s E 9(.4X) with s < 4, then s” E y(Y, .4? n Y) and Jr E dx = s, 
which, with 6.1, proves (a). (Alternatively, apply 6.3(b) and (c) to 5.11(a)). 
(b) For f~ B(Y, J%’ n Y) we have already noted that [*fdx exists in 
L”(d). Denote it by $. By ( ) b a a ove Jr f dx = f& dx and by 6.3(b), this yields 
Syfdz2 = Sy C$ dC for all p mu where I = fi o x / .&’ n Y. Let E = 
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{x E Y&x) bf(x) f l/n,. 1 Then Erz&n Y and if x(E) f0 then E”+ 0. 
But since E E .N, E” = E’o and so there exists y E Y such that y E E”. Hence 
there exists @ E U(d)+ such that 4 - f 3 l/n on S, which implies 
JdJ-fP3 11 tl a contradiction. From this, (X E Y: q? f f> must be first 
category in Y, hence of x measure zero by 5.17. 
Remark. (1) Define & S -+ W by Jo =$ on Y and 0 on SiY. Since 
S\ Y E ./%‘, then Jo E B( S, ~4’) and it follows that 4 = &Jo dx since X: k! + 
I,=(&) is a measure as well. Of course$, can be defined in any way we please on 
S\Y; see 7.4 for a related result. 
(2) In the Aren’s multiplication in L”(d), $ = $4 whence 
jhx* j$dx=j$@x= j;k3dx. 
We continue with a spectral integral. Fix 4 ELM and let g&8) denote the 
Bore1 subsets of &‘. Since 4 is continuous on Y and k n Y contains a11 open 
sets in Y (5.16), P,(E) = x(&l(E)) exists in L”(d) for all E E go(g). We write 
P = P* in the next theorem. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. (a) P: J?#~(&!) +L”(&) is a measure in L”(d) such that 
P(m) = 0, P(&!) = 1 and P(E n F) = P(E) P(F) for al2 E, F ~9~(92). 
(b) P(E)2= P(E) and P(E) P(F) = P(E) fm all E, FE~~(&?) with ECF. 
(4 WbW) = 0 h w ere ~(4) = 4(Y) is the spectrum of 4 in the algebra 
L=(&q. 
Proof. (a) Since x is additive on disjoint sets so is P. Let G, HE J?“. Then 
x(G n H) = x(G) x(H) by 3.6 and &l(E n F) =$-l(E) n&l(F), whence 
P(E) P(F) = P(E n F). F or 
zi(&l(E)) (where ti = $ 
any 12 ill, (P(E), 12) = (x(&‘(E)), ,L) = 
0 x 1 JZ n Y) is a measure on 9. By 6.3(a) P: go(a) + 
L=(d) is a measure. 
(b) This is a corollary of the multiplication property in (a). 
(c) Of course, P(R\&Y)) = 0. But ~(4) =4(Y) for if A $4(Y), then 
l/(4 - A) is continuous and hence bounded on Y because Y is pseudocompact 
(5.5), whence ~(4) C&Y) C ~(4) by the isomorphism of L”(d) onto C(Y). 
The next result is just a change of variable in 6.4(a) and can be regarded as 
closest possible description of an arbitrary 4 as a simple function over A. For 
the unbounded function f(A) = h on 2 define .k h dP, = .h %II~~~,II~~~J dPd . 
THEOREM 6.6. $ = J9hdP,. 
Pyoof. We can assume 4 > 0. Let X = [-II + /I , // + /I], Z = go(X). From 
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6.4, Pm: Z-L-(&) . is a measure in L”(d). The proof now follows readily 
from the definitions and proofs of 6.1 and 6.4 if we only notice that for 
where 
one has s1 = S~o,ii~;il $ dP, = Jy $ dx = I::‘=, k E x(E,) = S, where n =m 
[Ii 4 /i/e] T 1. This completes the proof. 
Remark. From 6.3(b), $(p) = j-h dP& for all /.? EL~(J@ where P&E) = 
iw-l(E)) = i4W)) is a real measure on the Bore1 subsets of 9 and of 
compact support. 
Let us call a measure Q: g,,(B) +Lm(&) which satisfies 6.5(a) and vanishes 
outside some compact set in 9 a spectral measure. It follows that Q(E)2 = Q(E) 
for all E and hence &$ = 3) w h ence // Q(E)li is 0 or l.Set 4 = &hdQ 
If p is a polynomial one can prove ~(4) = f9 p(h) dQ (see Remark (2) following 
6.4) and from this and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem on spaces C[a, b] that the 
representation 6.6 of L”“(d) by spectral measures is unique. One can alter- 
natively obtain the representation in terms of the distribution functionF(h) = 
F,(h) = x(4-l(- 00, A]) and a Stieltjes integral 4 = I$, h dF, where F: .9X -+ 
L=(d) is increasing, right-continuous, F(h) F(p) = F(p) for all A < p and 
lim,,-,. F(h) = 0, lim,,,,, F(A) = 1 =: x(e). Using the order on L”(&‘), F indu- 
ces the spectral measure P on go(R) in the usual way. 
Note that in both representations 6.4 and 6.6 the measures are valued in the 
idempotents in L”(d). In Section 7 we characterize these in a number of ways. 
To close this section we want to indicate that the integration form used here 
plays a larger role in the theory of integration of real functions by vector measures 
than their application to the representation here indicates. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. Indeed the integral defined preceeding 6.3 has as a special 
case the canonical imbedding of bounded (or essentially bounded) measurable 
functions as continuous functions on the Stone space of the relevant Boolean 
measure algebras. To see this, let Z C 2x be a u-field and let &’ denote 2 as a 
Boolean algebra. Define 2: Z -+LQ(&) by n(A) = x(a) where a E &’ is A E 2. 
If f E B(X, Z) it th en follows that f == Jxfdf E C(S) and is the unique repre- 
sentative of] in C(S). This is because Jr dj& 9(X, C) -+ P’“(d) is an isometry 
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onto. In the case of essentially bounded functions mod a u-ideal Z C ;I: we write 
A = Z/I and j&4) = x[A] where [A] = A n I. 
But more is true, for just as x is a universal measure, Jr dx is universal in the 
category CLCS of complete locally convex spaces and continuous linear maps. 
The next definition covers all integrals of real functions by vector measures 
known to the authors. 
DEFINITION. An integral on B(X, 2) into WE CLCS is a map I: B(X, 2) -+ 
W such that 
(a) m(E) = I&) is a measure on 2 into W. 
(b) For allfc B(X, ,Y) and x’ E lV’, 
(Z(f), x’) =: !;f dx’m. 
It follows of course that Z is linear. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let .?Y C 2x be a a-algebra of sets. Let & denote 2 as a Boolean 
algebra and let 2: Z - Y(d) be defined by f(E) = x(E), E E Z = ~1. 
(a) Zf I: B(X, E) + W is an integral, then I = fi ~9 Jx (1% where 
fi: Lx(&), + W is the unique continuous linear map such that m = Gi a x on .&’ 
of 1.1(a). 
(b) If m: C-t W is a measure, then there exists an integral I: B(X, 2) + W 
such that m(E) = I(xE) for all E E Z. 
Proof. (a) Define m: &+ W by m(a) = I(xJ where a EA in z = .d. 
It follows from (a) in the definition that m is a measure, whence by 1.1(a) 
m = fi o X, +i: .40(d), --+ W, @i unique. Now fi has a unique linear continuous 
extension ti on the completion L”(&‘) into W. We claim that Z(f) == %( Jxf dx) 
for all f~ B(X, z). Let x’ E w’, and let @ii’: W’ + Y(&‘)i = L’(.&) denote the 
adjoint of fi. Now (&(S,fdx), x’) = (S,fdz, 3x’) = Sxfdk’x’ 0 2 by 6.3(b). 
But, (&‘x’ o X) (E) = rii’x’(x(E)) = x’(lilx(E)) = x’(m(E)) whence S,Yfd%‘x’ o Jo 
z= S,jdx’m = (Z(f), x’) completing the proof. 
(b) If m: 2:-t W is a measure, then ~(a) = m(A) where a = A is a 
measure cc: d -+ W such that p = p 0 x where p: V9’(,&)B -+ W is linear, 
continuous with a unique linear continuous extension to Lm(&), into lV. Define 
W) = P(JiJdz) forJE -Y-F 4; as noted, the integral S,fdf always exists in 
Lm(&). Then I&) = p(x(E)) = j&(E)) = p(E) = m(E) and hence (Z(f), x’) 
= S,Jdx’m (6.3(b)) f or allJE B(X, z) and x’ E w’, completing the proof. 
This in a sense brings us full circle to the link between [14] and [26] and the 
proposition of Section 1. If z is a a-algebra of sets in X, let 1: z+ -9’(d) 
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bef(E)- x(E) h w ere we regard Z as a Boolean algebra &. Then fX dg: .V(,Z) - 
5@(d) is precisely the algebra isomorphism linking [14] and [26]. If we give 
9’(Z) the topology e [14], then sX dg becomes a topological isomorphism 
whose extension to P(Z) is a topological isomorphism onto L=(.G/)~ . 
7. THE SPECTRAL ALGEBRA J&‘/X-~(O) 
Previous sections establish the set x(&‘) CLe(&) as the basic descriptive 
agent for the dual of Ll(.ti), by uniform closure of its linear span. This section 
establishes the isomorphism of x(M) as a set and as a Boolean algebra with a 
number of other equally basic elements naturally carried by the structures 
L1 and L7a under study. Specifically we will establish the Boolean identity of the 
following: 
%A4 = -M/x-l(0) 
I”(d) = &b EL=(d): 4” = f$) 
%‘t( Y) = (E C Y: E is clopen) 
t; : (6, ELm(Jq: f$ is an extreme point of (4 EL”(,&): 0 6 4 < 1 = x(e)}} 
P(&) = {P: L1(.d) + U(d): P2 = P and 11 P@ I/ + /I(1 - P) & I/ = jl fi /j for all 
F 6 w41 
when the Boolean operations are suitably defined. 
The last class 9’ is important for it links our work precisely to that of 
Cunningham [8], who established 9 (whose elements Cunningham called 
L-projections) as the basic descriptive agent in the representation of L-spaces 
(such as Ll(.&)) “which is natural and, as far as possible, unique”. As 
Cunningham points out the Kakutani representation of L-spaces is not a unique 
one. 
The identification of the above classes as complete Boolean algebras is con- 
siderably simplified by appeal to the following easily proven lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let s&’ be a complete Boolean algebra, 9 a Boolean algebra and 
p: 32 + .3’ a Boolean isomorpism of ~2 onto G?. Then .uA is complete and p pre- 
serves infinite operations. That is, p( VE) = VP(E) few any EC .d. 
We shall say that g is completely isomorphic to .d; and write ~3 N ~2’. 
Thus by isomorphism we mean a 1 - 1 onto homomorphism under finite 
operations. To establish then the identity of the five classes above as complete 
Boolean algebras we need only establish that one is complete and the remaining 
isomorphic onto it under suitable operations. A complete one is the previously 
established algebra %‘t(Y) of subsets of the extremally disconnected space Y. 
As a further note it suffices to determine isomorphism in either the ring opera- 
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tions, + and ., or the (consistant with + and .) lattice operations V and A and 
we use these alternatively. 
7.2. I”(d) and %4(Y) 
For f E C(Y) let u(f) = {f # O}. Th en 0 is clearly an isomorphism, under 
pointwise multiplication and f @ g = f + g - 2fg, of the idempotents I(Y) 
in C(Y) onto %‘t( Y) under n and A. If we then let D denote the isomorphism 
+ -4 of L”(d) onto C(Y) (5.6), then p = (T o D establishes the desired 
isomorphism of I”(&) onto V?&(Y), where in Im(&), 4 @ 4 = + + Z/J - 2$#. 
Since both u and D are order preserving in the natural orders, this also esta- 
blishes that @ is consistent with the order structure on I”(&) inherited from 
Lm(.d), since this is easily seen to be true in C(Y). Hence by 7.1 and 5.6, 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Under the inclusion order on Ye(Y) and the order inherited 
by IaJ(&) from La(&), I”(&) is completely isomorphic to W{(Y). 
The last statements perhaps requires the clarification that within %76’(Y) the 
inclusion order defines the lattice operations. 
7.3. J&‘/X-‘(O) and I”(&) 
Let [E] denote the equivalence class in A/x-l(O) defined by E E ~4’ and 
define x0: &‘/x-t(O) +Im(&) by xs[Ej = x(E), using 3.6. Under the operations 
n and A induced on A/X--~(O) f rom A, and @ defined in 7.2 for Im(&), x0 is a 
homomorphism by 3.6 and clearly 1 - 1. To see that x0 is onto, if 4 E loo(&), let 
E = {$ # 0} C Y C S. By 5.16 EEA’ and by 5.6 x0(E) = x(E) = 4. Hence 
by 7.1 
PROPOSITION 7.3. The quotient &/x-l(O) of the a-algebra ~62 is completely 
isomorphic to Im(&) and VC!( Y) under the operations of 7.2. 
Turning now to the extreme points B of the positive unit ball Bf in La(~), 
the linear isomorphism 4 +$ on Lm(&) onto C(Y) takes B+ onto the positive 
unit ball B(Y) in C(Y) (5.6) and it is well known that + ts 4 preserves extreme 
points. It is known too, or easily seen, that the extreme points of B(Y) are 
exactly the functions xE , E E: Vt(Y). This establishes thru 7.3 the identity of 8 
and 1”(d) as subsets of L”(d) and so using 7.2. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Under Awns multiplication and @ in Lm(&‘), 8 is a complete 
Boolean algebra completely isomorphic to I”(&), ~Zlx-l(O) and %?QY). 
Notice that B+ is weak * closed, hence compact, in Lm(&) and then that, 
modifying the argument in 6.2 slightly, if 4 E B+, then 4 = inf{Ci=r (k/n) x(Ek): 
Ek = (h/n < $ < (h + 1)/n} in La(&), and 4 is also the ,&limit of the directed 
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family {s: s == sy f dx, s” = ET=, aixE. , Crz, a, == I, s” 3 $1, both stronger con- 
clusions than the Krein-Milman theorem allows. 
Now we consider Cunningham’s class B = 9’(d) of L-projections of Li(.:/). 
It is shown in [8] that the L-projections of any L-space commute and form a 
complete Boolean algebra under PQ = P 0 Q and P @ Q = P(I - Q) c 
Q(1 - P) (symmetric difference). We shall assume only [S, 2.21 that,%projections 
commute to accomplish the desired identification. Define p: V{(Y) ----f 9(d) by 
p(E) = PE where PE is defined in 3.4 by P,& = /&.x(E) . The definition of measur- 
ability is exactly that fi = P& + PS,&, hence I - PE = PSiE, and for $ ;> 0, 
jl ,G /Ii = /j P& iI1 f li(1 - PE) fi /Ii . But notice that /j P& /jl = I; PE llij i’I , since 
x(E) > 0 inL”(&), f or any a, which implies that PE E 8. Further, from 3.4 and 
3.6 and the Arens multiplication inL”(&), it follows that p is a homomorphism of 
(g/Y, n, A) into (9, 0, 0). 
THEOREM 7.4. 9?/(Y) ts completely isomorphic to l?(d). 
Proof. By 7.1 we have only to show that p is onto and 1 - 1. Now PE = P, 
implies x(E)? = x(F)@ f or all i; ELI(&) which implies E n F E x-i(O) and 
both being clopen, implies E = F by 7.3. 
Now, given P E S(&) we will find E E %?z!( Y) such that P = Pf: . If a E <d, 
then P, E LP(&‘) as noted just above and by [8, 2.21 all L-projections commute, 
whence PP, = P,P. Since P is a bounded operator in Ll(&), 2.4 allows us to 
write P = T* for some 4 eLm(&), whence d2 = 4 in Lm(&). But then 4 has 
support E E V(Y). By 5.6 4 = x(E), w h ence Pg = T,$ = @* = $X(E) = P& 
for all b ELM completing the proof. 
Remark 7.4. One can show alternatively that E = flus0 U” n Y where 
Q = (UC 5’: U is open in S and PUP = P} and the closure/interior is taken in 
the topology on Y. 
Remark 7.5. It follows from 2.2, that the Boolean suprema inI” or I 
coincide respectively with the limit in the /3 topology on L”(&‘) or s.o.t. topology 
in g (2.4). 
A slightly weaker and alternative, but pertinent remark, is that the isomor- 
phisms of Ut( Y), &/x-l(O) or P’(d) into d = Im(s(e) C La(&) all define vector 
measures from these Boolean algebras into Lm(s&‘pB because of 5.20. 
We conclude with a discussion of a pernicious anamoly in measure theory; 
see also Cunningham’s remark at the close of [8, Section 51. One way to state it is 
as follows. The complete Boolean algebra V/(Y) has Stone space @Y, whence 
9(Ut( Y)) can be regarded as a subset of C(Y) N C@Y) and we have a topology 
/3 defined on 9(%?~(Y)), or on C(Y), as usual. We also have the topology /? 
defined on C(Y) in 5.20. Since C(Y)B is topologically isomorphic to L-(d), 
C(Y); = Ll(s4) N $Ztt( Y), 9’) (5.22) and C( Y)i; = Ll(‘Zl( Y)) 3 ?I(%?/( Y), g). 
This implies the following inequalities: (i) b < p, (ii) L”(.ti) CL”@?/(Y)), 
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(iii) L1(.9Z) CLl(G??t( Y)), and the anamoly is that without further condition, 
equality in (i), (ii), or (iii) d oes not occur. A second form of this anamoly is that 
if d begins as a complete Boolean algebra, then: (iv) J4 C %t(Y), with equality 
again requiring further condition. 
If 17 is a normal measure on a complete Boolean algebra %’ it is easy to prove 
that the support S,, of r) coincides with the clopen image of some c E%?; 
i.e., S, = c for some c. The dimension of %’ is defined to be the cardinal 
of any maximal p.w.d. subset B of q each of whose elements is the support 
of a normal measure; see [8, Lemma 6.41 for a proof that dim ‘% is well- 
defined, which is principally the observation that c%? is a C.C.C. algebra, where 
c = s, ) whence B n & is at most countable. It is shown in [26, 6.71 that 
U(e) = $Z, 9) iff dim v is a cardinal of measure zero, at least when #9,9) 
separates points of 9’(v) (i.e., p is Hausdorff). Hence 
PROPOSITION 7.6. Equality hoZds in (i), (ii) or (iii) $f dim(@?t( Y)) is a cardinal 
of measure zero. 
Finally suppose that & is a complete Boolean algebra 
PROPOSITION 7.7. d N U%(Y) if Lx(&) = 7)(&, 2). 
Proof. Since U(d) = @?QY), 3) by 5.22, the necessity is clear. Con- 
versely, suppose P(d) = T(&, 3). Then each S, = a for some a E &; of 
course, a = e - V{b: p(b) = O}. H ence u = B on Y and Y is an open dense -- 
subset of S. In fact, if a E &, then a = a n YO. Hence the map x ~9 + @i(Y) 
by ~(a) = a n Y is 1 - 1. It is onto because if C E %?t(Y), then C = US, = 
~a~B{a:a=S,}forsomeBC~.Nowa=V{b:b~B}~.c9andanY=C. 
Finally, ~(a A b) = +a) A r(b) and +a v 6) = (a u b) n Y = ~(a) v n(b) 
since n(a) is clopen. By 7.1 & ‘v Ut( Y). 
Hence dim& is a cardinal of measure zero iff dim %‘t( Y) is, since, [26, 6.71 
and 7.6, these are equivalent to the respective L1 spaces being the respective 
spaces of normal measures. 
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